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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
VOP CZ, s.p. has a long tradition in repair, production and modernisation of special equipment. It was established after the Second World
War as a military equipment repair shop. The business gradually expanded to include development, modernisation, production and servicing of ground-based military equipment and engineering production
focusing primarily on the manufacture of machine parts intended for
export to Western Europe.

TRACKED VEHICLES
We offer repairs, general overhauls, modernisation and reconstruction of tanks, combat vehicles, air defence equipment or APCs. We
have extensive experience with equipment such as T-55 & T-72 main
battle tanks and BMP-1 & BMP-2 infantry fighting vehicles (including
conversions to command, recovery and ambulance versions), BTR, OT62, ATL, ATS, ATT and Mazur tracked artillery tractors, T-34, LT-35
and IS-3 historical tanks, etc.

WHEELED VEHICLES
For our partners we provide servicing and production of wheeled
vehicles, such as production of the Pandur II 8x8 wheeled combat
vehicles for the Austrian Steyr–Daimler-Puch, modernisation and post-warranty servicing of IVECO 4x4 light armoured vehicles, Land Rover
repairs, production of special mission kits based on off-road vehicles,
POKA field kitchens, modification of drop-trailers, and more…
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Repairs to military equipment
Product life-cycle support
Classroom training base
Mobile workshops
Workshop equipment
Gel battery conservators
Long-term storage of equipment
Environmentally-friendly disposal of equipment
Packaging and storage of equipment
Reconstruction of historical equipment

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT
For engineer corps we offer equipment for bridge construction, earth-moving machinery, mine clearance gear, and other engineer equipment. This specifically includes AM-50 and AM-70 bridge vehicles, the
PTS-10 tracked amphibious carrier, the Božena mine-clearance set,
the MT-55 bridge tank and other interesting and proven products.

MODULAR SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
We have developed mobile and compact systems for surveillance and
monitoring purposes. This specifically includes a 2D and 3D scanner
– camera chassis detector, MKPV Mobile Entrance Checkpoint, KPCO
Command Control Centre, personnel checking and protection systems,
POS Reconnaissance and Observation System, mobile masts, modular
watchtowers and a mobile hydrometeorological station.

NBC PROTECTION GEAR
As part of our NBC protection gear we have developed and manufactured filtration and
ventilation equipment, ACHR-90M and MDA decontamination vehicles, LINKA-08 military
hardware decontamination equipment, S-LOV-CBRN light armoured vehicle sets, SDO
personnel decontamination kits, EDS mixers, VAP-1 radiation and chemical reconnaissance sets, a portable container radiometric laboratory and a mobile chemical laboratory.

FIELD HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
The provision of mobile healthcare is a crucial aspect of protection and safety. We offer
medical complexes and mobile medical modules. The main group includes ISO containers
and operating theatres, X-ray stations, laboratories, pharmacies, dental surgeries, disinfection worksites, cells for patients, field morgues and other variations.
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